It has been said that all a child needs is one caring adult in order to become a success in life. When a child is removed from home because of parental abuse or neglect or the child’s delinquent behavior, often the best path to a successful life involves one caring adult who acts as a mentor and a guide. If this is true, it contains an important message for juvenile court judges.

Mentoring a child ranks as one of the most popular interventions we use to improve outcomes for children. The numbers of mentoring programs nationwide can only be estimated. One account lists over 5,000 mentoring organizations within the United States that serve over 3 million youths to promote youth wellbeing and reduce risk. Nationally, President Obama has called upon individuals in all communities to commit to mentoring young men of color through the My Brother’s Keeper Initiative. This initiative seeks to address persistent opportunity gaps and ensure all youth are able to reach their full potential. Corporations, schools, churches, athletic centers, and community-based organizations all invest time and resources in operating mentoring programs. Additionally, national organizations such as CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates), Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, and Boys and Girls Clubs of America operate in almost every state and local jurisdiction.

Mentoring involves a relationship between two individuals based on a mutual desire for development towards career goals and objectives. Mentoring can be defined by the following 3 characteristics: (1) interaction between two individuals over an extended period of time; (2) inequality of experience, knowledge, or power between the mentor and mentee (recipient) with the mentor possessing the greater share, and (3) the mentee being in a position to imitate and benefit from the knowledge, skill, ability, or experience of the mentor.

The data support the effectiveness of mentoring programs – in short, they work. No one seems to have concluded why mentoring is effective and what elements in the mentoring process make it successful; yet the results continue to impress. The data show that the mentees are involved in less criminality, less aggression, less substance abuse, and improved academic success all leading to a more positive role in society. Perhaps most significantly, mentors are problem solvers and can help mentees plan for their future.

What does this mean for juvenile court judges? We need to support mentoring programs in our communities. This conclusion is consistent with Standard of Judicial Administration 5.40(e) which states in part "Judges of the juvenile court...are encouraged to:

(1) Provide active leadership within the community in determining the needs of and obtaining and developing resources and services for at-risk children and families."

“(2) Investigate and determine the availability of specific prevention, intervention, and treatment services in the community for at-risk children and families.”

The juvenile court judge should start with CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates). This program was created to provide a trained support person for abused or neglected children who are the subject of legal proceedings in the court system. The advocate often becomes the most consistent support person for the child and provides critical information to the court about the child’s best interests. While the CASA agrees to serve as a mentor for a year, some volunteers remain connected to their child for years after the youth has aged out of foster care. Juvenile court judges recognize
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The CAFA establishes a relationship with the youth and becomes a friend, a mentor, and an advocate. The CAFA will advocate for the youth in court proceedings and will assist in accessing activities including sports and tutoring as well as educational and training opportunities. The CAFA also helps the youth address problems that face all adolescents such as obtaining a driver’s license, getting a summer job, finding housing, sealing juvenile records, and securing health insurance. The youths in the program are either wards of the court living at home or minors who qualified for Deferred Entry of Judgment. This relatively new program has already served 56 youth with 18 currently in the program and 4 on the waiting list. Plans for expansion are currently under discussion and FLY has offices in both San Mateo and Alameda Counties.

If mentoring has such positive effects, why do we not find mentoring opportunities for more youth? Perhaps a dispositional court order could require the probation officer to take steps to identify a mentor for the youth or locate a mentoring program that will work with the young person. That mentor might be a coach, a teacher, a college student, or a volunteer with a local program. In any case, it would be a person who can bring a positive role model into the youth’s life.

In this regard it makes sense for the juvenile court judge to meet with probation, local mentoring programs, and community leaders to discuss using mentoring programs for youth in the juvenile justice system. That is what happened in Santa Clara County. Judge Tondreau with his justice partners, the Santa Clara County Probation Department, the District Attorney, and minor’s counsel brought together corporate, religious, educational, service clubs, sports leaders, local community-based organizations that have existing mentoring programs, and other judges, particularly retired Superior Court Judge Melinda Stewart. Participants brainstormed ideas about the need for mentors and how a mentoring program could be created. Critical to the success of CAFA in Santa Clara County was the involvement of FLY (Fresh Lifelines for Youth), a local youth advocacy program with a focus on rehabilitation. The FLY brochure describes their vision for youth in the juvenile justice system.

At FLY we believe that ALL our children deserve a chance to become more than their past mistakes. Dedicated to breaking the cycle of violence, crime, and incarceration of teens, FLY works with youth aged 15-18 in the juvenile justice system and those at risk of entering the system. Over 80% of our clients are minority youth. FLY’s hallmark service is legal education followed by mentoring and leadership training. Our programs equip youth to alter the trajectory of their lives, creating a safer, healthier, and happier community for everyone. 6

CAFA has been so successful that the Probation Department has agreed to provide funding for the next year. They recognize the value of mentoring juvenile justice youth.

The juvenile justice system devotes a great deal of time and energy explaining to delinquent youth what they should not be doing. I suggest that by finding a mentor for youth we will be including a potentially positive person in his or her life, and that may make all the difference. In 1899 the creators of the juvenile court embraced rehabilitation as one of its primary goals. A mentor can be a powerful intervention to help a youth on that path to rehabilitation. 7
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